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Abstract
Background: Efforts to gather genomic evidence for the processes of gene evolution are ongoing,
and are closely coupled to improved gene annotation methods. Such annotation is complicated by
the occurrence of disrupted mRNAs (dmRNAs), harbouring frameshifts and premature stop
codons, which can be considered indicators of decay into pseudogenes.
Results: We have derived a procedure to annotate dmRNAs, and have applied it to human data.
Subsequences are generated from parsing at key frame-disruption positions and are required to
align significantly within any original protein homology. We find 419 high-quality human dmRNAs
(3% of total). Significant dmRNA subpopulations include: zinc-finger-containing transcription
factors with long disrupted exons, and antisense homologies to distal genes. We analysed the
distribution of initial frame disruptions in dmRNAs with respect to positions of: (i) protein domains,
(ii) alternatively-spliced exons, and (iii) regions susceptible to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD).
We find significant avoidance of protein-domain disruption (indicating a selection pressure for this),
and highly significant overrepresentation of disruptions in alternatively-spliced exons, and 'non-
NMD' regions. We do not find any evidence for evolution of novelty in protein structures through
frameshifting.
Conclusion: Our results indicate largely negative selection pressures related to frame disruption
during gene evolution.
Background
Mapping transcription information (mRNAs, cDNAs,
ESTs, microarray data) onto the genomic DNA is an essen-
tial part of the gene annotation process. However, many
transcripts appear to have frame disruptions in them,
which would interfere with the formation of a stable pro-
tein product [1]. Such frame disruptions have generally
been considered symptoms of decay into a pseudogene
[2,3].
Previously, we have analysed the distribution of a special
case of such frame-disrupted transcripts, the 'transcribed
processed pseudogene' or 'transcribed retropseudogene'
[1]. Retropseudogenes are copies of messenger RNAs that
have been reverse-transcribed and re-integrated into the
genome, probably as a by-product of LINE-1 retrotranspo-
sition [4]. These intronless copies of genes usually decay
and are deleted from the genomic DNA [1,5-8,3]. How-
ever, some retropseudogenes are transcribed, perhaps
through co-option of local promoter elements, as sup-
ported by their increased density near genes [2,9].
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Many mammalians genes (~40–80%) make alternatively-
spliced transcripts [10]. It has previously been noted that
many such alternatively spliced exons (perhaps up to
~30%) harbour premature stop codons [11,12], and thus
may be considered 'pseudogenic' alternative transcripts.
Other studies have demonstrated that several hundred
human transcripts can be considered to harbour alterna-
tive reading frames, offset from each other by one or more
frameshifts, which can be preserved for millions of years
of evolution [13-15]. Frith, et al., found that about one-
tenth of mouse cDNAs have apparent frame disruptions
[16]. Sorek, et al., showed that ~7% of human genes gen-
erate an alternative transcript with an Alu, with the vast
majority of these insertions yielding frame-disrupted
mRNAs [17].
How frequent is genuine frame disruption in human
mRNAs? Is it significantly associated with the positions of
protein structures and exons in coding sequences? Here,
to answer these and other questions, we analyze a data set
of high-quality human mRNAs, using an annotation pipe-
line which insures that spurious frame disruptions (due
simply to bad sequence alignment) are discarded. We per-
form statistical calculations which demonstrate non-ran-
dom distribution of the initial frame disruptions in these
sequences with respect to: (i) protein domain annota-
tions, (ii) alternative exons and (iii) rules for nonsense-
mediated decay (NMD). Messenger RNA transcripts that
have premature stop codons greater than fifty nucleotides
5' to the last intron-exon junction of a gene are degraded
by the nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) pathway [18].
Some NMD substrates have been shown to produce func-
tional proteins in yeast and mammalian cells [19,20]. In
addition, using our pipeline, we find no evidence for a
role of frameshift in protein domain evolution.
Results and discussion
Overall statistics
Using stringent thresholds, we verified 16,153 high-qual-
ity mRNAs from the NCBI Refseq and Unigene consensus
collections, through mapping onto human genomic
DNA. A small subpopulation of these (419, or 3% of the
total) mRNAs harbour significant frame disruptions
(either frameshifts or premature stop codons) (Table 1),
which is of a similar order to previous analyses of such
disruptions in sets of transcripts [16,2,9]. Most of these
are disrupted by frameshifts (83% of cases), rather than
premature stop codons. Using a small modification to the
basic annotation pipeline, we defined a small minority of
these frameshifted transcripts (17, 4% of the dmRNAs)
that harbour compensating frameshifts, resulting in
movement back into frame. Previous analysis of mouse
cDNAs also indicated that a small fraction of them (~2%)
may have such compensatory frameshifts [16]. Three
examples of dmRNAs are illustrated in Figure 1. There are
two multiply-disrupted examples (homologous to a cyto-
chrome P450, and to a zinc-finger -containing transcrip-
tion factor), and a frameshifted alternative mRNA
transcript, from the gene C20orf59, which appears to be a
transmembrane sugar transporter.
In general, the dmRNAs demonstrate functional preva-
lences that are typical of the population of human tran-
scripts in general, as judged from counting up Gene
Ontology functional category annotations (Additional
File 1). The duplication behaviour of the genes from
which the disrupted mRNAs arise is also typical of the
whole human gene complement (Figure 2; median value
of 5 paralogs per gene for the disrupted mRNAs versus 6
for the whole set; mean = 36 [± 62] versus 32 [± 81]). How-
ever, dmRNAs have significantly fewer exons than mRNAs
in general (mean = 7.9 [± 8.6] exons, compared to 10.0 [±
11.5] exons in general, P < 0.05 using normal statistics for
the distribution of the sample mean). Such shorter
lengths are expected from the truncating effect of frame-
shifts and stop codons. A large fraction (44%) of the dmR-
NAs have multiple frame disruptions, with the frequen-
cies of numbers of frame disruptions exhibiting a power-
law relationship, as observed for processed pseudogenes
[7,8] (Figure 3). The vast majority of frameshifts in dmR-
NAs (326/346, 94%)) result in truncation from premature
stop codons.
We examined the etiology of the frame disruptions in
dmRNAs in more detail. Some dmRNAs have apparent
frame disruptions from 5' and 3' insertions of retrotrans-
posons (24/325, 7%), or from an overlapping antisense
gene (45/325, 14%). Interestingly, also, a large propor-
tion of dmRNAs arise from antisense homologies to other
distal genes (47/325, 14%). Such antisense fragments are
of potential importance in transcription regulation. A
functional pseudogene with antisense homology to the
nitric oxide synthase gene downregulates this gene the
snail Lymnea stagnalis [21]. These three categories of
dmRNA (retroposon insertions, antisense protein homol-
ogies and overlapping gene pair homologies) comprise a
subset of dmRNAs arising from 'probable UTR (untrans-
lated region) features'. Another possible source of dmR-
NAs are unassigned selenoproteins [22]. We have filtered
for known selenoproteins [22], but it is possible there are
Table 1: Overall statistics
Data Set Number
Initial frame disruption is frameshift 346 (83%)
Number with compensatory frameshifts 17 (4%)
Initial frame disruption is premature stop codon 73 (17%)
Total 419BMC Genomics 2007, 8:371 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/8/371
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Three examples of dmRNAs Figure 1
Three examples of dmRNAs. The translated dmRNA sequence is shown along with the corresponding nucleotide 
sequence; the aligning protein sequence is shown above these in each case. They are as follows: (a) a multiply-disrupted exam-
ple (homologous to a cytochrome P450); (b) a multiply-disrupted example from a zinc-finger -containing transcription factor 
family; (c) an alternative splicing of the transmembrane sugar transporter gene, C20orf59, which appears to be a transmem-
brane sugar transporter.
(a) Multiple frame disruptions in a single-transcript gene
CP4F3_HUMAN:
 S  E  Y  I  A  A  I  L  E  L  S  A  L  V  T  K  R  H  Q  Q  I  L  L  Y  I  D 
ENST00000325390:
 S  E  H  T  A  D  I  L  E  L  S  T  L  I  V *  R  R  Q  *  I  C  L  C  L  D
agtgaacatactgctgacatcttggagctcagtaccctcatagtgtaacggcgtcagtagatctgcctgtgcttggac
CP4F3_HUMAN:
 FLYY-LTPDGQRFRRACRLVHDFT-DAVIQERRRTLPSQGVDDFLQAKAKSKTLDFIDVLLLSK--------
---DEDGKKLSD-------------EDIRAEADTFM-FEGHDTTASGLSWVLYHLAKHPE-YQERCRQEVQE
 LLKDR
ENST00000325390:
 FLYY/PIPEGRCFCRACDLVHNF-\DTIILQQHRTLTSQGVDDFLKAKATFKASDFIDALVLSKVASPGS*F
 RR*NGA*DQVSDQASVYGRCSSSGAEAAKRPKSAWL\LLGYDSRASGLY*ILYNLTKHPD/HRECCQPVMQE
 S*S*R
(b) Multiple frame disruptions in a single-transcript gene
ZN345_HUMAN:
 L  T  Q  H  Q  R  I  H  T  G  E  K  P  Y  E  C  K  E  C  E  K  A  F  R  S  G  S  K  L
 I  Q  H  Q  R  M  H  T  G  E  K  P  Y  E  C  K  E  C  G  K  T  F  S  S  G 
ENST00000263095:
 L  T  Q  H  Q  R  M  H  T /  E  K  S  H  Q  C  N  R  C  G  K  T  F  Y  K  T  N  L
ctcactcagcatcaaaggatgcatactgg gaaaaatcccatcagtgtaacagatgtgggaagaccttttacaagtggacaaacctc
 S  Y  P  S  R  T  S  F  R  E  G  L  F  E  C  N  H  *  G  K  Y  F  A  R  G
agttacccttcgagaacttcttttagggaaggactttttgaatgtaaccactgaggcaaatattttgccagagga
(c) Frame disruption from exon insertion
CT059_HUMAN:
 M  Q  P  P  P  D  E  A  R  R  D  M  A  G  D  T  Q  W  S 
ENST00000335819:
 M  Q  P  P  P  D  E  A  R  R  D  M  A  G  D  T  Q  W  S 
atgcagccacccccagacgaggcccgcagggacatggccggggacacccagtggtcc
 inserted 2
nd exon ￿
 R  W  N  H  P  V  Y  A  *  P  *  Q  A  G  A  R  T  V  R  R  P  / 
aggtggaaccaccctgtgtatgcatgaccctgacaagcaggcgccaggacagtcaggaggccaBMC Genomics 2007, 8:371 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/8/371
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further cases. However, we found no indication of this,
since there is no significant over-representation (relative
to terminal stop codon frequencies in all Refseq mRNAs)
of the opal stop codon (TGA) that is used for seleno-
cysteine (38/57, P = 0.12, χ2 test, 2 degrees of freedom).
Exon lengths
Exons harbouring frame disruptions make up only a small
fraction (288/2432, 12%) of the coding exons in their
transcripts. Frame-disrupted exons are, on average, signif-
icantly longer (mean = 694 nucleotides, compared to 248
nucleotides for undisrupted exons, P < 0.001 using nor-
mal statistics for the distribution of the sample mean).
Although, both frame-disrupted and non-frame-disrupted
exons show a tendency for very short exon lengths (≤ 200
nucleotides), there is a greater proportion of long exons
(>1000 nucleotides) in the frame-disrupted set (24% of
frame-disrupted exons versus  4% of those that are not
frame-disrupted; Figure 4). To analyze exon lengths we
disregarded the 'probable UTR features', but their inclu-
sion does not change the trend observed; also, the exon
length trend is maintained when exons are split into sub-
sets of constitutive and alternatively-spliced exons. We
examined the exons >1000 nucleotides in detail, and
found that a significant fraction of them come from Zn-
finger -containing transcription factors (36/67, 54%) with
>1/3 of their sequences composed of zinc finger motifs.
Zinc-finger -containing transcription factors have
dynamic evolution patterns in mammals, with expan-
sions of family sizes specific to primates and rodents [23];
large numbers of dmRNAs are a signature of other dynam-
ically evolving mammalian gene families, such as olfac-
tory receptors and immune system genes [1]. A
significantly greater proportion of disrupted exons are at
the 3' terminus of mRNAs (58/67, 87%), even if the zinc-
finger -containing genes are excluded. Such 3' exons have
a general tendency to be longer (51% of 3' exons in mul-
tiple-exon transcripts verified by Refseq mRNAs are ≥
1000 nucleotides in length) (Figure 4). This greater length
has been suggested to be because of a greater amount of
important conserved sequences in 3' UTRs, compared to
5' ones [24].
Positions of frame disruptions in dmRNAs
We analysed the distribution of the initial frame disrup-
tions in the disrupted mRNAs with respect to the position-
ing of: (i) structural protein domains, (ii) alternatively-
spliced exons, and (iii) the areas of the transcripts not sus-
ceptible to NMD (Tables 2, 3, 4, 5). In all of these analy-
ses, we examine trends for the whole data set of dmRNAs,
and the subset of these mRNAs for which the matching
proteins have a verifying alignment in a divergent mammal
or vertebrate (see Methods for details). The significant ten-
dencies listed in Tables 2, 4 and 5 for the whole data set
(combined stop codon and frameshift disruptions)
remain significant or become more significant if those
examples labelled 'probable UTR features' are removed
from the data (this is illustrated for those with verifying
alignments to divergent orthologs, in each case).
Protein structure disruption
Do the frame disruptions in these mRNAs avoid disrup-
tion of protein structure domains? To answer this ques-
tion, we analysed the distribution of initial frame
disruptions in sequences relative to the placement of pro-
tein structure domains from the SCOP data (see Methods
for details). For both frameshifts and premature stop
codons, we find significant underrepresentation within
protein domains (P in range <0.05 to <0.001; all of the P-
values quoted for Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 are for χ2 tests; see Table
Numbers of frame disruptions Figure 3
Numbers of frame disruptions. The number of frame 
disruptions in dmRNAs plotted versus the total occurrences 
of this number, on a log-log scale. This distribution is gov-
erned by a power law relationship, with the parameters for 
this linear relationship indicated on the plot.
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2 footnote for details of statistical tests). This non-random
distribution of frame disruptions is observed for a wide
range of margins for definition of overlap with protein
domains (between 0 and 25 nucleotides) (Table 2 foot-
note). This avoidance of protein structure domains is evi-
dence for selection pressures to avoid protein structure
Distribution of frame-disrupted and non-frame-disrupted exon lengths in the disrupted mRNAs Figure 4
Distribution of frame-disrupted and non-frame-disrupted exon lengths in the disrupted mRNAs. The exon 
lengths are in bins labelled at either end of the bin with the upper (≤) and lower (>) bounds, with occurrences in each bin on 
the y axis. The percentage of exons >1000 nucleotides is given for each data set. The upper left panel is for the whole set of 
exons; the lower left panel for 5' exons, the upper right for internal exons, and the lower right for 3' exons.
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Table 2: Protein structure disruptions in mammalian messenger RNA transcripts
Type of initial 
frame disruption*
Alignment verification** Protein structure 
disruption***
Observed 
[nondisrupting : disrupting]
Expected 
[nondisrupting : disrupting]
Significance
Frameshift All cases 293 : 54 272.7 : 74.3 ††
Cases with verifying alignments 230 : 51 211.3 : 69.7 †††
Stop codon All cases 68 : 5 55.6 : 17.4 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 34 : 5 27.4 : 11.6 †
Frameshift or stop codon All cases 360 : 59 327.5 : 91.5 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 268 : 57 242.2 : 82.8 ††
Cases with verifying alignments 
(excluding probable UTR features)
174:35 153.6 : 55.4 †††
* For the last row, those with frameshifts and stop codons are pooled together.
** Verifiying alignments are significant alignments to a rodent or non-mammalian vertebrate protein, as detailed in Methods.
*** The ratio stands for 'the number of frame disruptions not disrupting a protein structure domain assignment versus the number that do'. A 
margin for ascertaining overlap with a protein domain assignment of 15 nucleotides was used in the calculations. The expectations for the statistical 
tests (χ2) are calculated by adding up the total amount of coding sequence that can be assigned to a SCOP protein structure domain for the sample 
of transcripts analysed in each row of the table. † stands for P < 0.05, †† for P < 0.01 and ††† for P < 0.001. The significant results remain significant 
to at least P < 0.05 when margins for calculating overlap with protein domains of 0, 5, 10, 20 or 25 nucleotides are also used.BMC Genomics 2007, 8:371 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/8/371
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disruption and supports a significantly negative role for
frame disruption in the evolution of protein structures.
Because of the proportion of dmRNAs that contain large
arrays of Zn finger domains, we also checked specifically
for avoidance of disruption of Zn finger motifs. Zn finger
motif assignments were taken from the feature table
records of the Uniprot database [25]. We find significant
avoidance of disruption of Zn finger motifs only for over-
lap margins of between 1 and 4 residues inclusive (Table
3).
Alternative splicing
We examined whether there is a relationship between the
position of initial frame disruptions in mRNAs and the
location of alternatively spliced exons (Table 4). We find
a highly significant two-fold overrepresentation of initial
frame disruptions in alternatively-spliced exons (P <
0.001; Table 4). These correspond to almost half (~46%,
191/419) of the dmRNAs. This may arise because the
selection pressure on alternative splicings that are not
transcribed at high levels will be considerably less, leading
to increased likelihood of frame disruption as evolution
progresses [10]. It is possible that many of these frame-
disrupted alternative splicings have a regulatory role
[11,26]. Small numbers of the alternatively-spliced
frameshifted dmRNAs arise from exon skipping (4 cases),
and exon insertion (21 cases). This approximately two-
fold over-representation is maintained (P < 0.05) in the
subset of alternative splicings that contain SCOP [27] pro-
tein domain assignments within them.
Transcripts not susceptible to nonsense-mediate decay
Messenger RNA transcripts that have premature stop
codons greater than fifty nucleotides 5' to the last intron-
exon junction of a gene are degraded by nonsense-medi-
ated decay (NMD) [18]. We analyzed the distribution of
initial frame disruptions relative to this NMD rule (Table
5). There are significantly more transcripts with frame dis-
ruptions in the 'non-NMD' region (P < 0.001; Table 5), as
would be expected logically (since these transcripts would
not be degraded). However, this over-representation of
initial frame disruptions in the 'non-NMD' region also
arises for the subsets of transcripts in which the frame dis-
ruptions disrupt a SCOP protein structure domain (P <
0.05), and which are thus unlikely to form a stable func-
Table 4: Frame disruption placement and alternative splicing
Type of initial frame 
disruption
Alignment verification Type of exon *
Observed 
[constitutive : alternative]
Expected 
[constitutive : alternative]
Significance
Frameshift All cases 191 : 156 258.8 : 88.2 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 156 : 125 209.6 : 71.4 †††
Stop codon All cases 33 : 40 54.4 : 18.6 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 13 : 26 29.1 : 9.9 †††
Frameshift or stop codon All cases 228 : 191 312.5 : 106.5 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 174 : 151 242.4 : 82.7 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 
(without 'probable UTR features')
114 : 95 143.8 : 65.2 †††
* Ratios are for numbers expected or observed in constitutive exons versus alternative ones. Expectations and test are performed as for Table 1.
Table 3: Distribution of initial disablements relative to zinc-finger domains *
Margin Observed [inside domain: outside domain] Expected [inside domain: outside domain] Significance
0 21 : 20 26.7 : 14.3 N.S.
1 17 : 24 24.7 : 16.3 †
2 14 : 21 22.1 : 18.9 †
3 12 : 29 19.7 : 21.3 †
4 10 : 31 17.3 : 23.7 †
5 10 : 31 14.9 : 26.1 N.S.
* The format of this Table is as for Tables 2–3. The overlap margin is the number of residues that are ignored at either end of the zinc-finger 
domain (thus shortening the length of the defined protein motif).BMC Genomics 2007, 8:371 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/8/371
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tional protein product. Such unstable protein products are
more likely for shorter truncations, and thus NMD pro-
vides an evolutionary guard against excessive expression
of unstable proteins [28].
Checking for gene evolution through frame-shift formation
It is possible that through analysis of this comprehensive
data set of dmRNAs, that we can find evidence for a posi-
tive role for such protein-coding frame disruptions in gene
evolution. Specifically, is there evidence that such frame-
shifts can produce significant structural novelties? To
check this, we derived a modification for the initial pipe-
line (Figure 5), with matches to SCOP protein structure
domains replacing those for whole protein sequences
from the SWISSPROT database, finding 36 cases (9% of
the dmRNAs) which produce a significant alignment for
both subsequences delimited by the initial frameshift
(Figure 5, step 3). However, none of these (0%) overlap
another protein domain assignment in a different frame,
yielding no evidence for generation of protein structure
novelties through single frameshifts. Nonetheless, a more
thorough analysis of multiple vertebrates would be
required to provide a more conclusive perspective on the
role of frameshift in protein structure evolution.
Conclusion
We analyzed human mRNAs for both frameshift and stop
codon frame disruptions, using a pipeline that was
designed to discard spurious frame disruptions arising
from alignment error. We performed statistical calcula-
tions and found non-random distributions of frame dis-
ruptions with respect to protein structures, alternatively-
spliced exons, and 'non-NMD' regions. The significant
avoidance of protein structure disruption and highly sig-
nificant placement in alternatively-spliced exons (rather
than constitutive ones), together with the observation of a
lack of protein structure generation through frameshift,
support largely negative selection pressures related to
frame disruption during gene evolution.
Data from this analysis is available on request from the
author.
Methods
Annotating disrupted mRNAs (dmRNA)
An overview of the pipeline for disrupted mRNA
(dmRNA) annotation is illustrated (Figure 5).
(i) Datasets and initial alignments: Gene annotations and
genome sequence data for human build 35 were obtained
from the Ensembl database. Human Refseq mRNAs and
Unigene consensus sequences were also obtained from
the NCBI. Any 3'-end polyadenylation was removed from
these NCBI transcripts before alignment. These NCBI
transcripts sequences were paired with Ensembl annota-
tions from genomic DNA, using BLASTN [29] with e-value
threshold of ≤ 10-10, sequence identity ≥ 98% and only
considering alignment lengths ≥ 100 nucleotides, that
span ≥ a 0.99 fraction of each of the aligned sequences.
Single-exon genes are discarded at this point.
(ii) Protein alignments to find frame disruptions: The
UniProt/SwissProt protein database [25], was filtered to
remove hypothetical proteins, and BLASTed against each
of the Ensembl and NCBI transcript data sets, using e-
value ≤ 10-4. The protein matches were filtered to pick the
best-matching protein to each nucleotide sequence, at
each position, as described previously [3]. These best-
matching proteins were then masked for low-complexity
sequence using the program SEG [30], and then aligned to
the nucleotide sequences a second time, using FASTX/Y
(e-value threshold ≤ 0.01) [31]. The extra SEG masking is
necessary to remove false positives arising from a small
number of repetitive protein sequences. If these second
Table 5: Frame disruption placement and nonsense-mediated decay
Type of initial frame disruption Alignment verification NMD or non-NMD region *
Observed 
[NMD : non-NMD]
Expected 
[NMD : non-NMD]
Significance
Frameshift All cases 159 : 188 294.9 : 52.1 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 122 : 159 206.6 : 74.4 †††
Stop codon All cases 43 : 30 42.9 : 30.1 N.S.
Cases with verifying alignments 22 : 17 17.5 : 21.5 N.S.
Frameshift or stop codon All cases 201 : 218 344.5 : 74.5 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 141 : 184 232.0 : 93.0 †††
Cases with verifying alignments 
(without 'probable UTR features')
87 : 122 111.5 : 97.5 †††
* Ratios are for numbers expected or observed in NMD regions versus non-NMD ones. Expectations and tests are performed as for Table 1.BMC Genomics 2007, 8:371 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/8/371
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masked alignments proved significant, a final third
FASTX/Y alignment was generated without masking in the
sequences (with e ≤ 0.01).
Given that cDNAs may have error rates as high as as 1 in
1 × 10-2, and that the genomic DNA error rate is 1 × 10-4,
we can expect that 1 in 1 × 10-6 frame disruptions detected
have arisen from sequencing error. Given, that we have a
total of 729 frame disruptions in a total of 942,752 nucle-
otides, we would expect that, at most, only one of these
frame disruptions has arisen from sequencing error. This
implies that the data set of dmRNAs is of sufficiently high
quality for in-depth bioinformatic analysis.
Alu elements are a common pollutant in protein data-
bases [17]. We obtained a large number of matches to Alu
elements producing dmRNAs; since these are not a focus
of our current analysis, they were removed using protein-
level translations of Alu sequences, with a more accom-
modating BLAST threshold of e ≤ 0.01.
We removed selenoproteins from the dataset, since these
are a known example of a re-coding phenomenon [22].
This was achieved through protein-level BLAST compari-
sons (e ≤ 10-4) to the determined human selenoproteome,
downloaded from the SelenoDB database [22].
To insure that we are not considering spurious frameshifts
arising from bad protein annotations, we used an addi-
tional filter to insure that the protein reading frames in
question are well conserved in a distant mammal or verte-
brate. We required that the matching protein is conserved
in a rodent or non-mammal vertebrate (with BLAST e-
value ≥ 10-4) over ≥ 95% of its length.
(iii) Realignment to remove spurious frame disruptions:
Spurious frame disruptions can arise as alignment errors
when comparing a protein to a nucleotide sequence [3].
Such spurious frame disruptions are more frequent in
more divergent aligned sequences; they are typically near
the ends of aligned subsequences, and can also arise in
Pipeline for annotating dmRNAs Figure 5
Pipeline for annotating dmRNAs. The steps discussed in Methods are illustrated schematically.
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compositionally-biased or low-complexity regions [3]. To
insure that spurious frame disruptions are not considered
in the present analysis, we parse the disrupted coding
sequences at the initial frame disruption into two subse-
quences, and require that both of these subsequences
align significantly to the original matching protein
(BLAST e-value ≤ 10-4).
In addition, we checked for compensatory frameshifts
(i.e., pairs of frameshifts that move a coding sequence out
of frame, and then back into frame). It is possible that
compensatory frameshifts provide a mechanism for gen-
erating sequence diversity in proteins over evolution. We
checked for compensatory frameshifting, using an addi-
tional filter in the initial pipeline at step 3 (Figure 5). For
every case of an initial frameshift, we checked for a second
frameshift 3' to it in the transcript that corrects for the first
frameshift. Then we checked whether the three subse-
quences delimited by these two frameshifts all align sig-
nificantly with the original matching protein.
(iv) Protein domain matching: The Ensembl and NCBI
transcripts were searched against the ASTRALSCOP pro-
tein domain database [27], using BLAST (e-value ≤ 10-4),
and the best-matching domains at each position in a tran-
script were retained, as described previously [8,3].
Specifically, also, we extracted zinc-finger motif assign-
ments from the feature table records of the UniProt/
SWISSPROT database [25].
Checking for evolution through frameshifting
We checked for evidence of protein structure evolution
through frameshift, using a modification of the initial
pipeline (Figure 5). All steps were performed as before,
except with SCOP protein domain sequences in lieu of
SWISSPROT sequences. Then, we checked for any signifi-
cant undisrupted matches to other protein domains at the
same positions as these frameshifted protein domain
matches, using a similar protocol of BLAST database
searching, followed by refined alignment using FASTX/Y.
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